
 
 

Stuttgart Porsche 

presents first German hybrid engine 
The continuous climatic discussion arranged sports car farmer the Porsche to the development 
of a hybrid engine. Porsche wants to bring first the large volume jeeps to Cayenne starting 
from 2009/2010 with the economical drive on the market.  

Thus the sporty car up to the end of the decade receives a combination of 
gasoline and electric motor (hybrid). Also a strong mark such as Porsche 
must offer drive solutions with low consumption and emission values, 
explained the leader to the hybrid development, Michael of leader. Otherwise 
the acceptance from Porsche begins to crumble to.  

Consumption sinks by 25 per cent 

The hybrid Porsche is to use 8.9 litres gasoline on average. Up to now the 
most economical Cayenne swallows still 12.9 litres after the prescribed new 
European operating cycle on 100 kilometers. In the hybrid Cayenne the 
electric motor will carry out for 54 HP (plus 280-PS-Benziner) and to permit, 

the autofarmer explained a pure electrical work up to a speed of 120 kilometers per hour. The CO2-
Ausstoss will lie with approximately 216 gram per kilometer. Porsche develops its hybrid as well as 
VOLKSWAGEN and Audi.  

Also new technology in the Sportcoupe  

The combination of the three main components petrol engine, electric drive 
and battery is to be offered also in the four-door Sportcoupe Panamera, 
which comes 2009 on the market. For other models one is concerned with 
the topic asynchronous operation technology, which can likewise lower the 
fuel consumption clearly.  

The Porsche manager granted that the hybrid drive is brought primarily with 
the name of the Japanese Autobauers Toyota in connection. From the 2006 
scarcely nine million sold Toyota however only approximately 300,000 hybrid 
cars were.  
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